



Affirmation Prayer and Manifestation Mini Workshop by Cheryl Turtlemoon 

Prayer, according to the internet, is “A solemn request for help or expression of thanks addressed 
to God or another Deity” Wikipedia.


How I experience prayer - A chat to God or whatever a higher power is called in your world. It is 
an opening of a channel of divine communication between you and all that is. 


We all pray at some time in our lives - who hasn’t said “Oh God!” or “Thank God”?


Prayer is our way of speaking to an unseen Power. Now, we could say “Dear God/Universe/
whatever, please can you help me with .....Situation/meet a partner/get me this new car etc.


Or... we could say:


Dear God, Angels, Universe etc... (whatever is in your world) Thanks so much for hearing me, 
thanks for being there and being present (because the energy is everywhere) Thank you for 
bringing blessings into my life, thank you for the gifts in my life, Thank you for helping me with the 
current situation/Thank you for bringing new people into my life, thank you for my beautiful new 
car... etc . And So it is!


What is the obvious difference? I am not begging, pleading or grovelling. I am not making a deal 
with God or anything, because the Universe etc is infinite energy - there’s enough for everyone! 
Affirmative prayer is saying “Yes to the Universe”. The more we beg and plead the further away 
what we wish for goes. 


How many times have you forgotten something that you wished for, put it in the back of your mind 
and then “BAM” it arrives! This is because you are opening the space to allow that energy in, and  
bringing the possibility of things to come in. If you don't give things room, or create space or allow 
in even the merest of possibilities you’re making the energy work harder in co creating what you 
need. 


Now life isn’t a catalogue of items to be grabbed (as my friend Sasha used to say) but it is 
infinitely more abundant than we think. If you live in the land of “want” and “need” then you will 
always live there because the Universal energy will respond to that by mirroring your thoughts. 


Also if you do not think you are worth a particular thing, or anything - then, yet again the Universal 
energy will mirror that feeling. You are affirming your lack of worth, or unimportance - you are 
therefore denying the possibilities that abundance can bring. It might sound egotistical, but if you 
don't think you are worthy of that new relationship/car/whatever, you might find the act of 
receiving difficult. If you think to yourself “I AM worth it” like a well known advert did back in the 
80s then you are half way there. 


This isn’t a miracle thing that will give you all that you need - but it is a mindset for life. This is a 
way to be - if you say thank you and give gratitude you are opening your heart and mind to joy. 



Joy is actually the essence of our spirit, along with love. If you answer everything with “love is the 
answer” then you will open your heart to receiving . 


Mirroring 

Mirroring is when something is reflected back at you. Say, you don’t really like someone - it may 
be because they remind you of something in your own life that needs healing. It may be your 
judgement of them, or their behaviour that you see in yourself. 


Manifestation 

So, you have said thank you for a car - what are we doing here apart from saying thanks? We are 
manifesting! 


Now manifestation has been around for years - I have done it successfully in a number of areas 
from this webinar(yes, really !) a physical workshop, husband, flat (when I was single) car and 
multiple other things , many of them out of the blue. I’ve been doing both Affirmative Prayer and 
manifestation for about 30 years. 


How do you manifest a car? Well, imagine you are in a car - the model you are keen on, take 
particular note of the details inside the car - imagine holding the steering wheel in your hand, the 
car keys in the ignition, its colour and size. 


Smell the interior (yes, really, we are engaging all the senses here!) and see everything in glorious 
colour while being grateful that you can own such a vehicle and have the means to pay for it 
(don't manifest a Ferrari if you cant afford it - be realistic!).


Want a house? Then imagine you have the keys to the house. Picture the house, and follow the 
same principle as for the car. Smell the paint, etc. Act like you own this! Again, it’s probably best 
not to imagine a mansion unless you can afford it but not a complete wreck either! 


Do this regularly - write your wishes on a bit of paper, then HIDE that paper - the members of 
Savage Garden did this - and then threw the paper behind a book case - when they found it again 
they were household names! 


Jim Carrey wrote a cheque for a million dollars and put it in his wallet - later, he found it when 
emptying his wallet and had just received a 10 million dollar advancement for his first film. 


It might be co-incidence, it might not. You won’t know until you try it :)


I hope this mini workshop has got you thinking!! 
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